Background
The results of geophysical imaging techniques often hold high significance to stakeholders yet the effective perception of those results remains a dynamic challenge. In the geosciences and especially the field of geophysics, researchers often need 3D and 4D (time-varying) visualizations to understand complex spatial and temporal relationships in data which are challenging to capture in 2D visualizations (Witter & Melosh, 2018) . Better perceptions or new understandings may arise from data when referenced in relation to intuitive features like topography, well locations, survey points, or other known information. Through these spatial relations, geoscientists and stakeholders can directly engage with their data to gain insight and begin to rapidly evaluate data and models either on various 2D planes simultaneously or in a complex 3D environment (Carr, Buchanan, Adkins-Heljeson, Mettille, & Sorensen, 1997; Witter & Melosh, 2018) .
Geoscientists often use specific visualization software for different data processing routines which can lead to using several different visualization environments for a single project. Unfortunately, geoscientists are often left without a toolset for visual integration across those different data types, like pairing well locations, resource models, and geological models, which can hinder their ability to interpret the spatial relationships of varying data types.
As authors of this software and geoscientists, we rely on calibrating and integrating our data with all types of subsurface information to further illuminate the value of geophysical imaging techniques. This fosters a need for a visualization package to work seamlessly across data types and formats that extends the functionality of an already robust visualization platform like ParaView (Ayachit, 2015) or PyVista (Sullivan & Kaszynski, 2019 ). This visualization library is the PVGeo Python package; a free and open-source library for integrating geoscientific datasets in a common rendering environment to address various visualization and spatial analysis needs in geoscience. The PVGeo package is powered by VTK (Schroeder et al., 2006) and provides plugins for ParaView. As a pure-Python package, PVGeo is interoperable with other Python and VTK-based software like the PyVista Python package (Sullivan & Kaszynski, 2019 ).
There are various software available for geoscientific visualization; however, these software often handle a few proprietary data formats and are closed-source with licensing fees. Witter & Melosh (2018) 
Mentions
Development for PVGeo is complemented by development for PyVista. PVGeo provides an extension package to PyVista linking data formats and filtering routines common in geoscientific disciplines to PyVista's generalized framework for 3D visualization. PVGeo leverages PyVista to make the inputs and outputs of PVGeo algorithms more accessible so that users can create compelling, integrated visualizations of their work in a reproducible workflow.
